Some techniques are developed for constructing non-isomorphic solutions of symmetric (4t + 3,2t + 1, t) designs for suitable values of t and for (4t + 2, 8t + 2,4t + 1,2t + 1,2t) and (4t + 4, St + 6,4t + 3,2t + 2,2t + 1) designs.
~TR~DUCTION
We denote by (u, b, r, k, h) a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) with parameters a, b, r, k, h. A symmetric balanced incomplete block design (SBIBD) is one in which v = b and hence r = k. We call such a design a (u, k, h) design. The dual design of a SBIBD obtained by taking treatments as blocks and blocks as treatments is also a SBIBD with the same parameters. A SBIBD gives rise to its residual and derived designs obtained, respectively, by omitting an initial block of the SBIBD and retaining from the other blocks only those treatments which are not (which are) in the initial block. Therefore, the residual and the derived designs of a (0, k, A) design are, respectively, (U -k, v -1, k, k -X, h) and (k, D -1, k -1, h, h -1) designs. The complementary design of a BIBD whose blocks are the complements of the blocks of the original design is also a BIBD. It can easily be checked that a (v -k, u -1, k, k -A, A) design and its complementary design have the same parameters if and only if v = 4X + 3, k = 2X + 1. Hence a residual design of a (4X + 3, 2A + 1, X) design and its complementary design have the same parameters.
Two BIBD's with the same parameters are said to be isomorphic if there exists a bijection between the sets of treatments of these designs preserving the blocks. Otherwise the designs are said to be non-isomorphic. 217
TECHNIQUES FOR NON-ISOMORPHIC SOLUTIONS
It is known [2] that a solution to a (4t + 3, 2t + 1, t) design exists when 4t + 3 is a prime power. In [l] a technique was developed to construct non-isomorphic solutions for (4t + 3, 2t + 1, t) designs for certain odd values of t. The residual design of a (4t + 3, 2t + 1, t) design has the parameters (2t + 2, 4t + 2, 2t + 1, t + 1, t). Therefore, the existence of a (4t + 3, 2t + 1, t) design implies the existence of a (2t + 2, 4t + 2, 2t + 1, t + 1, t) design. Bose [3] has proved that when 2t + 1 is a prime power a solution exists for a (2t + 2, 4t + 2, 2t + 1, t + 1, t) design and if t > 1 is odd then at least two non-isomorphic solutions exist, one resolvable, the other non-resolvable. In [l] a technique was developed for constructing non-isomorphic solutions of a (4t + 4, 8t + 6, 4t + 3, 2t + 2,2t + 1) design. We develop another simple technique for constructing non-isomorphic solutions of a design belonging to this series.
It was proved in [I] that if M and N are the incidence matrices of two (4t + 3, 2t + 1, t) designs then N 1 ( 1 &lo 6) is the incidence matrix of a (4t + 4, 8t + 6,4t + 3,2t + 2,2t + 1) design where rows and columns represent blocks and treatments, respectively, and m denotes the matrix obtained from M by changing O's and l's and 1, Q are column vectors with all l's and all O's, respectively. In fact, R is the incidence matrix of the complementary design of M. In particular, is also the incidence matrix of a (4t + 4, 8t + 6, 4t + 3,2t + 2, 2t + 1) design. We note that in (i) when a permutation on the first 4t + 3 treatments is applied either only to N or only to R the resulting matrix is still the incidence matrix of a (4t + 4, 8t + 6, 4t + 3, 2t + 2, 2t + 1) design and this design is likely to be non-isomorphic with the original design. Table 1 illustrates how this simple technique can give a large number of mutually non-isomorphic solutions of a (12, 22, 11, 6, 5) design.
Consider a (u, b, r, k, A) design. Iffy is the number of other blocks having i treatments in common with this block, 0 < i < k, we express the pattern of intersection of this block with the remaining blocks by the notation (OfOlfl *a* kfr). If b, is the number of blocks with the pattern of block intersection (wolf1 ... kfk), bz is the number of blocks with the pattern (08OlQl *** kgk), etc., we express the block intersection pattern for the These can be shown easily to be the only possible block intersections for a (12, 22, 11, 6, 5) design. In Table I we have used the solution for a (11, 5,2) design which is given by taking (3, 7, 8,9, 11) as the initial block and developing this block modulo 11. Therefore N represents the incidence matrix of this unique design and H is W. All the permutations are applied only to N. The second column in the table indicates the permutation of treatments, i.e., columns in N, and the last column gives the justification for non-isomorphism, which is explained later on. b2'? (132a334a) bzo-(1'5161819310'11e) P:'(2,6, 11) 3: (4,9) c4 has no treatment common P: (6) cd: (2,9) cd: (8) c2: (6, 10) c*: (3, 5, 8 , lo), d2: (4,7,9, 10, 11) 3: (4,6,7, ll), d2: (1, 4, 5, 9, 11) Two solutions with different block intersection patterns are obviously non-isomorphic.
The table shows that these 22 solutions are different from the 8 solutions given by Preece [6] . When the block intersection patterns are the same we analyse further to establish the non-isomorphism. For example, consider solutions A,, and A,, . In the solution Al, there are ten pairs of blocks such that the two blocks of a pair have exactly one treatment in common. Among these ten treatments, the treatment 1 occurs three times, i.e., there are three pairs of blocks such that 1 is the common treatment between the two blocks of a pair. The treatments 2, 3, and 4 occur twice, thrice, and twice, respectively. We use the notation bzo : (13223342) to express this. This explains why solutions A,, and A,, , which have the same block intersection patterns, are non-isomorphic. In solution A,, , c2 : (2,6, 11) means that, among the two blocks having the block intersection c, the common treatments are three in number and they are 2, 6, and 11. This explains the non-isomorphism between solutions A,, and Al, . The solutions A,, and A,, are nonisomorphic as in the solution A21 10 is the only common treatment involved in c2 and d2 whereas in A,, there are two treatments, 4 and 11, common. It can be checked that in A,, there are six treatments involved in bl* whereas in A,, seven treatments are involved. This too will verify that A,, and Az2 are non-isomorphic.
In a personal communication Preece has pointed out a new solution which has the block intersection pattern (b*c"&"). Therefore, the 9 solutions by Preece together with the above 22 solutions give 31 mutually non-isomorphic solutions to a (12,22, 11, 6,5) design. In Table 1 we have tried only a few of the 11 ! permutations and therefore it is conceivably possible to find many more solutions by this technique. Perhaps it will be worth while to make a computer program for this.
Nandi [5] has proved that there are in all four non-isomorphic solutions for the (8, 14, 7, 4, 3) design. We note that, starting with the dicyclic resolvable solution obtained by developing the two initial blocks (1, 2, 3, 5), (4, 6, 7, co) modulo 7 and applying the permutations (1, 2), (1, 2, 3) and (1, 2, 3, 4) , respectively, only to the 7 blocks obtained by developing (4, 6, 7, co), we get the other three solutions. Therefore, in this case where t has the smallest possible value one, we are able to generate all the solutions by this technique.
If N and M are the incidence matrices of two (4t + 3,2t + 1, t) designs then it can easily be verified that is the incidence matrix of a (8t + 7,4t + 3,2t + 1) design, where 0 and 1 are column vectors with respectively all O's and all l's, and 0' and 1' are row vectors with, respectively, all O's and all 1's. This shows that all the 22 designs given in Table 1 can be embedded in a (23, 11, 5) design. We note that the dual design of the design corresponding to the matrix P of Lemma 2.7 of [l] is isomorphic to that corresponding to Q. The embeddings of these 22 designs given in Table 1 and their duals may be tested for non-isomorphism with the 8 solutions of a (23, 11, 5) design given in [l] by using the characteristic number defined in [I] .
We now develop another technique which is useful in constructing non-isomorphic solutions of (4t + 3, 2t + 1, t) designs and its residual and derived designs for certain values of t.
Let C(u, k, h) denote a cyclic SBIBD with parameters (v, k, A). We have the following: It can similarly be proved that all the residuals Rx 0 < x < v -1 are mutually isomorphic.
We have thus proved that C(v, k, X) has essentially a unique derived design and a unique residual design. We denote them by D(v, k, h) and R(v, k, A). We now prove a result which reduces the work of calculating the block intersections for D(v, k, X) and R(v, k, A) when v = 4t + 3, k = 2t + 1, X = t, and 4t + 3 is a prime power. Let C denote the cyclic solution of a (4t + 3, 2t + 1, t) design obtained by taking (x0, x2,..., 9") as the initial block, where x is a primitive element of the Galois Field GF(4t + 3). We denote by R and D, respectively, the essentially unique residual and derived designs of C. We will assume that R and Dare obtained by taking (x0, x2,..., x~~) as the initial block. We denote this initial block by Co and the block of C obtained by adding xS-l to each treatment of Co by C, , 1 < s < 4t + 2. Th ere ore f the treatments of C, are of the form x2i + x5-l. Let R, be the block of R consisting of the treatments x2i + xs-l such that x2+ + xS-l = x2j+l or 0 for some j. Let D, be the block of D consisting of the treatments x2i + xs-l such that x2i + x*--l = x2i for some j. We call R, and D, as the s-th blocks of R and D, respectively. We have also has b solutions in p, q, and r with 0 < p, q, r < 2t, and conversely. Therefore, 1 Dzn+l n D,,,, 1 = b. Again, as s + s' (mod 4t + 2) implies that s + 2n + s' + 2n (mod 4t + 2) it follows that the block intersection patterns with respect to the blocks D, and those with respect to the block DPnfl are the same. It can similarly be proved that the block intersection patterns with respect to the block D, and those with respect to the block D,, are the same. BLOCK DESIGNS. II
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As any two blocks of the design C have t treatments in common, it follows that, if the block D, of D has the block intersection pattern (()fOlfl ... tft), then the block R, of R has the block intersection pattern ((ytlfr-1 ... tfo) . This proves that the proposition is true also for the residual design.
Let N be the incidence matrix of a (4t + 3,2t + 1, t) design. Let
Then clearly P (respectively, Q) is the incidence matrix of the derived (respectively, residual) design obtained by taking the first block as the initial block. It can be easily proved that is also the incidence matrix of a (4t + 3, 2t + 1, t) design. We will say that this design is obtained by the process of "natural embedding of the complementary design of a residual design." This design is likely to be non-isomorphic with the original design. We illustrate this by an example.
Consider the cyclic solution, say D1, of a (19, 9, 4) design obtained by taking (1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 16, 17) as the initial block. By Proposition 2.1, this solution has a unique residual and a unique derived design. The pattern of block intersections for the residual design is (112g37)1e. Let D, denote the (19, 9, 4) design obtained by the natural embedding of the complementary design of this residual design. D, has at least three nonisomorphic residual designs. There is one residual design with the block intersection pattern (112g37)1s. All the other 18 residual designs have the pattern of block intersections (112g37)14 (2123441)4. But then, out of these 18 residual designs there are nine which are such that for each one of them among the four blocks giving (2123441)4 there is only one treatment common, whereas, in the case of the remaining nine residual designs, there are two treatments common. This clearly shows that D, and D, are non-isomorphic. Also, there are at least two non-isomorphic solutions of a (10, 18, 9, 5, 4) design with the block intersection pattern (112g37)14 (2123441)4. These are different from any one of the four solutions given by Preece [6] . For his solutions have (112g37)1e or (2123441)1s or (2123441)10 (112g37)* as the pattern of block intersections. Therefore, there are at least six non-isomorphic solutions of a (10,18,9,5,4) design.
